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Title: Minute to Win It 

Planners: Sarah and Leizer’s X Block Group 

 

Goal: Have fun, build bunk identity, win it in one minute 

 

Materials: 

• Kosher, Nut‐free Cookies 

• Noodles and Ziti 

• Bubbles and 5 Hula hoops 

• Vaseline and Cotton Balls and Bowls 

• Balloons and Cups 

• Timekeepers (watch or phone) 

 

Place: BAB or BAG 

Time: Peulat Erev or Peulat Edah 

 

Mashehu Meyuchad: Color Coordinate as a tsrif 

• 46: Blue, 48: Purple,  49: Pink,  60: Red,  62: White/grey 

• Sarah and Leizer’s X Block group will wear Black with a tape J on shirt 

 

Process: 

Set up: X-block group will set up the 5 stations (while the rest of the edah is having 

migrash time) Each station needs a table and the materials to run that given challenge 

 

Arrival of the Edah: Sit by X-block groups, dressed in bunk colors. Nell and Yoni will 

start with a speech then explain that you have 1 minute to win each challenge. Chanichim 

will go through each station with their X block groups, but will be competing to win 

points for their own bunk. Then disperse each group to designated station. 

 

Steps: 

Disperse into stations 

Station 1: Use your Noodle: Run by Hadas and Sarah B.  

Competitor will use a piece of spaghetti in his/her mouth (no hands) to pick up 

ziti on the edge of the table. Winner is whoever picked up the most full noodles of 

ziti 

Station 2: Face the Cookie: Run by Caroline and Nell 

Using only face muscles, move a cookie from forehead to mouth 

Station 3: Rapid Fire: Run by Alon, Ben S., Josh 

Knock down as many cups as you can using the air from a balloon you blow up.  

Station 4: Noes Goes: Run by Ilana and Sarah C. 

Without using hands, competitor will move cotton balls from the table into a bowl 

using his/her nose with Vaseline 

Station 5: Blown Away: Run by Yoni, Bo 

Player must blow a bubble through a hoop from behind a line 
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At each station, there will be a time/score keeper. After 4 minutes at each station, the 

trumpet will be played to signal time to rotate. After each x block group has been to each 

station, scores will be tallied and “prizes” given out.  


